When F(z) is even or odd the form becomes 00 (1) F(z) = az™H(l -zWn) n=0 with m even or odd, respectively. Our purpose here is to study the relation between the growth of F(z) in (1) and the distribution of the zeros, a topic which has already formed the subject of many investigations.
Without essential loss of generality we can, and do, take (2) F(z) = fl(t -z2/K), E1/|X"|2<^.
n-0
For simplicity it is assumed in addition that X's are real, unless we state the contrary, the notation being so chosen that 0<Xo = Xi^X2^ • • • . Throughout the paper A(w) denotes the number of X's which are less than u. Although Levinson [l ] has shown how some of the results for complex X's can be deduced from those for real, the reduction of the one case to the other is difficult; and hence the assumption of real X's involves a loss of generality. Within this framework we give simple proofs, and sharpened forms, of many known results, to which reference is made at appropriate points of the sequel. Some of the facts established are used to discuss the L2 completeness of exponentials on a given finite interval.
Representations for F(x). As in [3] , for real x log | P(x) | = Z log | 1 -x2/X2" | /I 00 , log I 1 -x2/u2 I ¿A(«) a /i x-b /» oo log (x2/u2 -l)áA + j log (1 -x2/u2)dA where a is any real number between 0 and Xo, while b is any real number such that the interval (x -b, x+b) has no zeros. Since _t_l/X»< » for convergence of the infinite product, and since the X's are monotonie, we have n/\n->0.
From this it follows that (4) A(w) = o(w2), u-> ».
If we now integrate by parts in (3) , Equation (4) shows that the integrated term vanishes at ». It also vanishes at a, since a<Xo. Combining the integrated terms at x-a and x+a, as in [3] , leads to U.x-6 r. m \ uu\ 2x2du A(x) + \-~-2+^(36 + P) a J x+b) U X1 -Ul X where the error-term E satisfies P = 0(l/x) as x-♦ ». It is shown in [3] that log |P(x)| is dominated by the expression on the right of (5), for large x, even when the interval (x -b, x+b) contains zeros; that is, the extra zeros introduce a new error term which is always negative.
If we define A (w) by 
A(x) + (36 + P) -^ -(20 + 6 + Ei)D x where Pi also is 0(l/x). Within terms of this order the result is independent of a and b, as it should be.
Since x-f-6<x2/(x -6) <x2/a< » for large x, and since the integrand in (5) is negative for w>x, the expression (5) is increased^) if the limits x-f-6, » are replaced respectively by x2/(x -6) and x2/a. Making that change in (5) , and letting u =vx in the first integral, u = x/v in the second, gives /l-blx piv, x)2dv/il -v2) + oil), (8) A{ux) Aix/v) piv, x) = -■-;-vx
x/v as in [3] . That the inequality holds for all x follows from the remark made earlier concerning the effect of zeros near x. Also the relation holds as an equality, with o(l) replaced by 0(l/x), when A(w)/w is bounded and | x-X"| >c>0.
(') This remark, due to Robert Steinberg, simplifies the original presentation. S->0 as-»« J s
It will be seen later that this result and the following(2) generalize Theorem I, in that they apply even when A(m)/m has no limit. Let us consider the i's in (14) for which a¿_: 1 ; discussion of the others is similar. Given e>0, choose a>l so that (a -l)M<e, where M is a bound for A(w)/w. If i is so large that 1 _áai^a, the monotonie character of A(w) gives
As Xi->» the expression in brackets approaches zero, in view of (13); and hence, by our choice of a, the limit is at most e.
Having established the lemma, we suppose now that (13) holds, but that the convergence is not uniform for 0<S^î)^l -5. This means that there is a sequence z\-taken from [ô, 1 -6] , and a sequence x¿-»», such that
where p is fixed. The Weierstrass theorem enables us to assume z>;->z>, where b<v<l-ô. ( 2) It is a pleasure to acknowledge the author's indebtedness to Paul Erdös, who pointed out the possibility of extending Theorem I in this way, and also verbally sketched a proof. [July Equation (13) The converse. We now enquire whether the condition log+| P(x)| =o(x) implies a regularity condition on the X"'s. That Carlson's theorem does not admit a converse is indicated by the work of Pfluger [7 ] ; but here we construct a counterexample which shows more specifically how far one can go:
Theorem III. Suppose given p, q, and A, with p>q>0 and A <1. Then lim sup L(u)/u=p, lim inf L(u)/u = q, and L(u) satisfies (13), as is seen by a short calculation.
Moreover for large u we have 0<L'(u) <p/A, and hence there is a distribution of zeros, A(u), such that
and Xn+i-\n>A/p. Since L(u) satisfies (13) , so does A(w), and hence log+ I P(x) | =o(x). It does not matter how we define A(u) for small u, so long as A(u) satisfies the requirements of the theorem. For, a finite number of factors in P(x) only alters P(x) by a polynomial, and this does not influence the estimate log+ |P(x)| =o(x).
The following result (3) shows that the weaker regularity postulated in Theorem II also cannot be deduced from log+ | P(x) | =o(x): Theorem IV. Given c, and M>Q, there exists a sequence {X"} such that X"+i-X">c, A(u)/u<M, log+ | P(x)| =o(x), and (13) is violated.
We give the proof in outline only. Let e and / be constants with 1 >f>e ( 3) The result is unexpected. It had been conjectured by Paul Erdös and by the author that Theorem II might give a necessary and sufficient condition, at least when X"+i -X">e. >0, and let p be a large constant. Define a function P(w) as follows: The graph of P(m) is a straight line of slope 1 from {p, ep) to infinity; it is a horizontal line from {p, ep) to the point {wp, ep), w<l, where this horizontal line meets the line y=fu; it continues down a line of slope 1 until this line of slope 1 meets y=eu; and it coincides with y = eu until it reaches the origin. Thus, Liu) consists of connected straight line segments having slopes e, 1, 0, 1; the portion of zero slope joins the lines y=fu and y = eu. Associated with P(") is a zero distribution A(m), [A-P| ál, and a function Fix). In our considerations we may speak of A and P interchangeably. Let (x, ep) be a point on the horizontal part, so that x = cp, with w<c<l. An elementary calculation gives the principal value of (cf. Equation (5))
For large p it turns out that the result has the form -2(1 -e) log 2 + 0(1 -w, 1 -c);
and the same is found for points x on the line segments of slope 1 cut off by eu, fu. Now, as f-*e we have w-»1, hence c-♦_. Thus we can choose / so close to e that the integral (20) is negative, if p is large, for all x in the indicated range. Such a choice of e and / is now made (with f>e, of course). It is clear from (20) that P(w) is weighted negatively for u>x, positively for "<x. (When P(") is interpreted as a zero-distribution A(m), this remark merely reflects the fact that the factors in | P(x) | are greater or less than 1, according as |x| ^>X" or |x| <X".) If we choose a comparison function Pi(m) such that Pi(m) =_P(m) for u <x, and Pi(") _;P(w) for ">x, then the integral for p dominates that for P. This remark enables us to determine at a glance the behavior of (20) for certain values of x. If x is on the segment of slope e, choose Pi(") =eu. The corresponding integral (20) is bounded (Pi(x) is essentially a cosine) so P(x) is also. Similarly if x is beyond the point where the second segment of slope 1 cuts y =fu, the choice Pi(w) =fu shows that P(x) is bounded.
We now modify P(w). Instead of letting Liu) follow the second segment of slope 1 on out to infinity, after a time we make L{u) bend back, very gradually, until finally it coincides with the line y = eu. That this process can be carried out in such a way that (13) is preserved follows from the proof of Theorem III (cf. Equation (18)). We now follow the line y = eu out to a large value of x. The stopping-place x is so chosen that the early factors of P(x), associated with the portion of P(w) where L{u) ¿¿eu, have a product "nearly equal" to that which they would have had for L{u) = eu. This is possible, since the ratio of these partial products tends to a finite limit as x-*•». Starting at this point, we repeat the whole process just described: Liu) leaves the line y = eu, following a line of slope 1 until it reaches y=fu. Then L{u) continues horizontally to a point p, on y = eu, and now L(u) follows a line of slope 1, to return later, and gradually, to the line y = eu.
For a fixed w and a sequence p-»oo we have L(p)/p=e, L(wp)/(wp) =/, so that (13) is violated. Since L'(u)^l at all times, the associated A(u) has Xn+i-X" = l. Considering F(kx) gives Xn+i-X" = c, A(u)/u<M, and thus the proof is complete.
The foregoing theorems show that {X"} can be rather irregular, and yet allow log+ | P(x) | =o(x). Continuing in this vein we show that {X"} may have large gaps, so that F(x) has large intervals free of zeros, and yet Iog+ | F(x) \ = o(x).
Theorem V. If M>0 there is a distribution of zeros such that A(u)/u<M, Xn-fi-X">c, log+ |P(x)| =o(x), and yet A(x¿) =A(y,) for an infinite sequence yi-+ oo, xt/y¿-r oo.
Let p, w, and / be constants, with p and w large, and with / satisfying 0<2wf<l.
The role of y,-in the theorem will be taken by a sequence p^>oe, and Xi by a sequence pw. Define L(u) as the continuous function which follows the line y=fu up to u = p, then is horizontal to u=wp, then follows a line of slope 1 to infinity. alter a short calculation, where c = p/x and s = cw. We assume x on the horizontal portion of L(u), so that \>c>\/w, w>s>\. Discussion of other values of x is similar, most values being dealt with at a glance by introduction of a comparison function Li(u).
The derivative of the terms involving s is log s2/(s2 -1), hence positive. These terms have their maximum at s = w, therefore, and the maximum is approximately -l/w, since w is large. Similarly, the coefficient of/ has a maximum at 2c2 = 1, and the maximum does not exceed 2. The given condition on/ shows now that the integral is negative for all x in the given range; and actually the same is true for all large x.
We now modify L(u). Given Wi>w, we choose/i<l/(2wi). Instead of following a line of slope 1 out to infinity, L(u) is bent back gradually until it coincides with the line y =fiu. Choosing p{5>p, we repeat the process formerly described, and so on. The approximating A(u) satisfies X"+i-X"^l, since L'(u) i£ 1 ; and considering F(kx) gives the theorem. So far the results have been negative ; we have shown that various smoothness conditions on }X"} are not necessary for log+ |P(x)| =o(x). If X"+i -Xn>e>0, however, it turns out that (12) is necessary. (We already know that (12) is sufficient even under the lighter hypothesis A(u)/u<M.)
Necessity results from the following: Theorem VI. 7/X"+i-X">c>0, then log+ | P(x)| =o(x) implies (12).
The proof is actually contained in [3] , where it is shown that f\z\/z in (9) is small when 6 is small. Knowing this, we deduce (12) at once from (9) and from (8) , which holds as an equality whenever |x -Xn| is bounded away from zero. Specifically, let e>0 be given, and choose ôi so small that fa/x and f\Zbs/x in (9) are less than e/2 whenever 6<5i. Then the assumption log4" | F(x)| =o(x) combines with the equality (8) to give /l-ä piv, x)dv/il -v2) < e, whenever 6<6i and |x-X"| is bounded away from zero; say |x-X"| >c/3.
If the result (21) held for all x we should have established (12).
Suppose we alter x by an amount c or less. The change in p{v, x) is at most 2c/x, since Xn+i-X">c; and this change does not affect the validity of (21). Since every value of x is within a distance c of a value x satisfying |x-X"| >c/3, (21) holds for all x.
The proof of Theorem VI is complete, then, as soon as we show that f\Zb5/x in (9) is small for small 6. For convenience we repeat the proof in [3] , taking this opportunity to correct a numerical error. Divide the interval (1-6, 1) into [46x/c] subintervals each of length e/4x (one at the end may be shorter). Now, p{x, v) changes by at most 2/{x(l-S) -1} when we proceed from one interval to the next, and this is <6/x for large x. So in the kth interval from the right we have p{v, x) <6k/x, since p'l, x)=0. The integral over the &th interval does not exceed 6/x, by an easy calculation, so the whole integral does not exceed 246/c, by summation.
The behavior of f\l\lx is the crux in many of the questions with which we are concerned, since only here is the kernel 1/(1 -v2) unbounded.
It seems worth noting that simple changes of variable yield
apart from terms 0(6), 0(l/x). In this form the role of the condition X"+i -XK>cis transparent; it yields A(x+w) -A(x -w) <2w/c so that the integral |j"a*| does not exceed S/c, by inspection.
The complex plane. We wish to investigate further the distinction between the conditions log+ | P(x) | =o(x) and lim A(m)/m = P. Although precise description is difficult when attention is confined to the real axis, a discussion is easily given in terms of F{z). 
This shows easily that lim sup A(u)/u is finite; a detailed discussion is given later (lemma for Theorem XI).
In the presence of a mild restriction on A(«), the condition log |P(x)| o(x) is equivalent to a certain type of regular growth in the complex plane. Such is the content of Theorem VII. It will be seen, now, that lim A(u)/u = D is equivalent to a stronger regularity condition ; and thus the two hypotheses, log | P(x)| ^o(x) and A(w)~7)w, can be readily compared.
Theorem VIII (Pfluger) .
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) lim A(u)/u = D. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Theorem VIII is essentially Theorem 3 of [7] , and Theorem IX is essentially the Valiron-Titchmarsh theorem for entire functions of order 1/2 (cf. [9; 10; 13]). Our procedure differs, however, from that used heretofore. We prove Theorem IX, which contains Theorem VIII ; the method illustrates how some of the other results might be extended to complex X's. Suppose first that VI11(b) holds. In the region tr -e_: \d\ _:e, there can be at most a finite number of zeros. Otherwise there would be a sequence r" exp {iBn) with r"-> » , and the left-hand inequality of VIII(b) would be violated. It suffices, then, to prove lim A{u)/u=D; the condition lim w/X" = P follows from this. By Jensen's theorem (24) we have
where P is the set tv -e^ \o\ ¡te and E' its complement. The fact that the X"'s cluster about the real axis ensures that | F(x)|<iC| F{ix)\ for large x, so that (by the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem, for example) /_» in (25) Changing each rn by an arbitrarily small amount (insignificant for our estimates) enables us to assume r"+i>rn, which we do. In that case 6" = girn) for a function g, which is defined at other values of r by g(r)=0", rn^r <rn+i-In this notation
where A{u) is the number of r-'s less than u. Given 6>0 we have |g(M)| <6 for large u, since giu)->0. Now, changing 9n to zero in a finite number of factors enables us to assume giu) <5 for all u, not merely for all large u. Since
this change in P(z) does not affect the estimates with which we are concerned. Let ir -e_:|0| S_e, and choose 6<e/2. Then the absolute value in (26) is bounded away from zero; indeed, its minimum is sin2 (e -6)=sin2 e/2. Moreover, at each u this absolute value is a monotonie function of the value of giu), provided |0 + 7r/2| >5. The expression (26) therefore lies between its value for g(") = 6 and its value g(") = -6 in this case. If \6 -ir/2\ <6, the expression lies between its value for g-0=0 and for g-8 = 28. Writing ±5 for g(u) and integrating by parts gives '/:
A(w) r2u2 cos (8 ± ô) -r4 du m4 -2rV cos 2(8 ± ô) + r4
for the first case; discussion of the second is similar. Letting u=rv gives
We write the integral as /o+/s°-Since the integrand is bounded the first is 0(5), uniformly in 8 and r. For the same reason the second tends uniformly, as r-> oo, to the value it would have for r = oo ; that is, to the value with A(rv)/(rv) replaced by D. Finally, this latter integral differs, uniformly, by 0(5) from its value with 5 = 0. Choosing e first, then a sufficiently small 5, and finally r, we obtain the theorem. (Evaluation of the integral is avoided since the corresponding F(z) is, essentially, cos (irDz)). Theorem IX has the following corollary: and that the maximum is then 2//(l+/2). Writing s = l-H2 gives the righthand inequality in Theorem X. That the result is best possible follows, as usual, by modifying P(w) so that it returns infinitely often to Du.
If _>0, we define P(w) as d'u for 0<u<p, as pD' for p<u<q, and as d'u for g,^w<».
Here á'_:_-e, and pD' = qd'. The integral (29) It follows that A >tD. For, (31) as it stands exceeds (31) with _' = 0 (this is plain from the derivation, though direct verification is tedious). Hence the maximum of (31) exceeds the maximum of (29); and if A=rD, we must therefore have _ = 0.
The theorem can be extended to the case in which d as well as D is prescribed, although the resulting formulation is complicated and inelegant. By simply putting ¿ = 1 in (31), however, we find the right-hand inequality, which is not optimum, in The second part of the lemma follows from the first when we note that 1+log x<x for x>0, x^l. Thus,/(x) = 1+log x -x satisfies/'(x) = (1-x2)/x, so that x=l gives the maximum; but/(l)=0.
(The second statement also follows from a general Tauberian theorem of Wiener, or from a similar theorem of Hardy for sums.)
To prove the first part of the lemma, let A{u)/u = D'>D-e at u=p. This happens for a sequence p = pi-><x> and € = €,->0. In order not to confuse an essentially simple proof, we drop the primes, whence 6_í_(l-log (_/P)).
To show that the result is optimum, it suffices to give a A(") for which both the relations become equalities. Define A{u)=bu up to u=pi, then A{u)=Dpi until A{u)=Bu, then A(w) =Pw up to a large value £2, then A(w) =Bp2 until A(u) =du, then A(u) =bu to p3, and so on. Since the behavior of A(u) tor small u has no influence on our estimates, the sequence pi can be so chosen that both equalities are obtained. The remainder of the proof follows (39). It is probable that a sharper statement could be given by contour integration, though we have not done so. The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem XII:
Corollary.
There When 77 = 0 then P(x) is a polynomial, so that the result is trivial; and when H =1/2 we must have P(x) =cos 7t7?x. We confine our attention therefore to the case 77>l/2, D>0. For large x (that is, apart from 0(l/x)) one may choose The proof is elementary but somewhat long because one must make essential use of the fact that A(m) is an integer. (The integral character of A{u) has played no role in our considerations heretofore.) To begin with, Equation (7) yields (44) log | P(x) | = | f + f 1 A{u)K{x, u)du -2X77 + 0(l/x) where 7i(x, u) =2x2/[u{x2 -u2)], and where the integral near x is a Cauchy principal value. In our applications x^X". The 0(l/x) term is uniform for the whole class of P(x) having a given X and max A(")/w. We must estimate the integral (44), when |_1(»)| _=77.
The function A{u)=Aiu)-Du is composed of vertical straight segments having integral lengths, at the zeros of P(x), and of straight segments having slope -D between them. For w<x we have P(x, ") >0 and for w>x we have P(x, ") <0. Hence the function A{u) which maximizes P(x) at a particular x is as large as possible for u<x, and as small as possible for w>x. It has, in fact, the general character illustrated in 
The other part of the lemma is proved in the same way.
To prove the theorem, we observe that P(x, u) is decreasing for u <x/31/2, increasing for ">x/31/2, uî±x. By (46) of the lemma, therefore, For the interval (X, X + l/77) we have, of course, increasing, then fpp+1,DAiu+l/2D)K>fpp+1/DiH-l/2)K.
We omit the trivial proofs. By Lemma 2,
where q is close to x/31/2. Similarly, Lemma 3 gives
where s is also close to x/31/2. (The integral from g to j is 0(l/x), hence insignificant.) Here a and r are the values of u at which the lines y = + (77-1/2) intersect the line y =77(x -u) (see Fig. 1 ). Evaluating the integral from r to a and from X to p exactly, and using (54), (55) elsewhere, gives (41).
To obtain (42) one must show that the P which maximizes P(x) will have no zero in the neighborhood of x, so that A (w) crosses the point (x, 0) in the manner illustrated by Fig. 1 .
Lemma 4. If x is large, we have
Let the curve y =A (") cross the vertical line u =x at some point yo. Since K is negative for u>x, the integral for u>x is majorized by a line of slope -D passing through (x, y0). (This is as small as A{u) can be, in view of its geometric properties, if _l(x)=yo.) Similarly, since K is positive for u<x, the integral is majorized by the same line of slope -D, extended backwards from (x, yo). The maximizing function therefore crosses u = x as a line of slope -D joining y=H and y= -77. It remains to show that yo = 0 is the optimum choice.
For a value c^ 277/77 we evaluate fxxZccAK where A{u) follows y =77 to the line of slope -D discussed above, then follows this line to y= -77, and follows y = -H to u=x+c. If the line crosses the u axis at «=a, the integral is /x+c AK = (6 + a) log (6 + a) + (6 -0) log (6 -0)
x-c + 26(log c + 1) + 0(1/*),
where b=H/D. The terms involving a are found by differentiation to be least at a = 0, so that the integral is then maximum.
To obtain (42), we note that the integral from X to p cannot exceed the value given by Fig. 1 , as is easily proved; and we have just seen that the same is true for the integral from a to r. Dominating the integral elsewhere by [July adjacent intervals as in the discussion (47)-(52) introduces three new terms in addition to those used in the derivation of (41), namely, /» p+l/D /» a n ■ HK, HK,
These yield the extra factor in (42). It is probable that (41) is a better estimate of the true constant than (42), as we see from the derivation.
For «<x/31/2, the function in Fig. 1 actually majorizes the integral, as we shall now show.
With K(u) >0 decreasing, it suffices to prove that Whether the A{u) in Fig. 1 also maximizes the integral for u>x/3112 is problematical. The main theorem on uniform distribution. In the preceding discussion the function P(x) was allowed to depend on x, the point at which our estimates were made. The results were concerned with the whole class of functions having a given X, 77, and 77. If, instead, one and the same F is considered for a sequence x = x,-+ oo, the growth of P(x) is given by the following In view of (59) we must have, when x is large, S log a2/i<x2 -1) < C so that a>l+6 for some fixed positive 6. This yields the lemma. As a consequence
Ai»)2du/u è 2S log (2 -8) + 0(1/*) x+a where 6 is the 6 of Lemma 1. For, since 2/m is positive and decreasing, the most favorable case arises when E is the interval (2x -ox, 2x). We have then by Theorem XIV. The function A(u) which we actually have satisfies (60) rather than (61). For each x¿, then, there is a default at least equal to 25 log 2/(2 -5). The total default is n times this, so that log | P(x"+i) | < 45 log y + Ci -2nS log 2/(2 -Ô).
As n-too this contradicts (56). We use the fact that the 0(l/x) terms are insignificant if x¿ increase rapidly; e.g., if X)l/x¿< oo. To obtain the second part of the theorem, let A(u) oscillate about y = +5, as shown in Fig. 1 , for 2x,_i<m<Xj -a; near y=-S for x¿+cz<m<2x¿; near +5 for 2x¿<m<x,+i -a; and so on. By the default we mean, as above, the amount by which log | P(x") | falls short of the value it would have for an optimum A(u), maximizing F(xn) (cf. Fig. 1 ). The same discussion as that given above to show that the default is unbounded, as w->°o, shows that the default tends to a finite limit when n is fixed and x"-»oo. Suppose, now, that Xi, • • • , x"_i have been chosen. With c(x) the c(x) in Theorem XV, we choose xn so large that the default associated with xu • • • , x"_i is less than (1/2) | log C(xn)|. The factor 1/2 is used to absorb the constants and 0(l/x) terms in our approximations. This gives the theorem. One could also estimate the maximum possible density of the xn's in terms of c(x), though we have not done so.
Extensions of the method. The following result is suggested by the preceding discussion : Moreover, there is a fixed function Fix) and a sequence x = x¡->» such that log | P(x) | > Gi (x) where
Finally, there is a function H{u) of the above type for which the first result is best possible, and also a function for which the second is best possible.
Since (77/x) log (x/77) -»0 when 77/x->0, this result contains Theorem I. For H{u) we use a sufficiently small convex majorant of \A{u)-Du\.
As a distinction between the two cases 77 = constant, 77-►», we shall see later that the principal term in our present estimate is unaffected by the considerations leading to the distinction between XIV and XV; and of course the integral character of A now plays no role.
A few trivial facts needed later are assembled here. First, 77'(")>0.
Thus, if 77'(«o)=0, then 77'(w)^0 when u>u0 by the condition on 77"(w) ;
and this would make lim 77(")<». Second, we have 77(w) =o(w), since lim 77'(")=0, and therefore Hiu)/u^C0 for some constant Co. Finally, H{u)/u is decreasing for large u. Thus,
so that Hiu) _:77(X) +ull'iu) -X77'("). For large u, therefore, H{u) >«77'(w) ; and this shows that [77(w)/"]'<0.
We turn now to the proof. The equation D{x -u) = -H{u) determines a root u, which we designate as x+a. By the mean value theorem Six + a) -Hix) = aP'(£), X + a > £ > x.
Since Oa = 77(x+a) this yields Hix)
when we recall that H'iu)->0. Proceeding in much the same way as before, we find that log | P(x) | is dominated, for a particular x, by
This result uses Lemma 4 of Theorem XIV, the role formerly taken by the lines y= ±77 being now taken by the lines y= ±77(x+a). A partial converse is also true. If the set is incomplete P2 on an interval of length <T+T', then there is an entire function G(x), of type <T', such that fî i I log I P(x)G(x) I I /x2)dx < ».
Lemma. 7» Theorem XVII, there exists an entire function Hiz), of type < T', such that I F(x)77(x) | <«-*<*>.
A trivial consequence of Theorem A, this lemma has the curious property that the hypothesis becomes weaker, and the conclusion stronger, the larger we take <£(x). To prove it, let the type of G(z) be T' -2b in Theorem XVII, where 6>0. Without loss of generality we may assume </>(x) in Theorem A so large that 77(x) £P2. Hence 77(x) is the inverse Fourier transform of its transform, so that PT(z) is represen table as (77) Hiz) = f h{x)ei'xdx.
J -j
Choose 2<pix) instead of c£(x) in Theorem A, so that 77(z) has type ^5 by (77) and satisfies |77(x)| <e~2^x\ Therefore 077 is of type <(P'-26)+6 <T', and \iGH)F\ <e*e"2* = e-*.
To obtain XVII, choose </>(x) larger (if necessary) so that /0°°e_2*(x)_x < ». Then there is a function G(z) for which FG£P2 and for which FG has type _=P+P' -6. By a theorem of Paley and Wiener [2; 6] we can represent FG as /T+T'-S fix)e^dx, fix) G L2.
-(r+7"-S)
Since P(X")G(X") =0, the set {eiXnX} is not complete on an interval of length T+T'-S. For proof, let F(z)=Jl(l-z2/X"), as usual. With H(u)=uy(u), the hypothesis implies that 77/« is decreasing and II(u) increasing, so that XVI applies. Since f™H(u) log (u/H) du/u2< oo, the lemma follows from XVII. To obtain XVII, let D' = D-\-e with e>0. Form a sequence of points {x"}, defined recursively by Then {eiXnX} is complete T,2 on every finite interval. This is an immediate consequence of the work of Levinson. Sets with finite excess. Paley and Wiener [2] say that a set (e**»*} has deficiency dona given interval if the set becomes complete when d but not fewer functions {eiax\ are added to the set. An excess e is similarly defined, and the set is said to be exact if d = 0. To prove the result, let F(z) = H(l -z2/\n) as usual, and let N be an integer with 7^ = 477-3/2 + 5, 5>0. To remove N terms {eiX»x} is to divide F(x) by a polynomial P(x) of degree N. Theorem XV yields and this entails G(x)->0 by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (cf. [6] ). The curtailed set {eiX»x} is therefore complete [l] .
